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You want more comments with meaningful
engagement and followers on your Instagram page,
right? Of course you do! But, you seriously can’t be on
Instagram 24/7, and perhaps it’s too tall of an order
for you to hire a social specialist to be on your social
pages all day long. Well, in this edition of “Social with
Tom!”, we’re giving you some secrets and shortcuts
that we use on our Tom Ferry IG page to boost our
presence and elicit better engagement and sharing in
the most efficient and effective manner possible. We
call this the “Always On” Instagram Strategy.

ALWAYS ON simple facts
Social media success relies almost
solely on the relationships you build.
No one wants to interact with pages
that don’t give anything back.
Social media algorithms love
ACTIVE users. The more you like
and comment (with meaningful
engagement) on other relevant
pages and posts from like-minded
brands and their followers, the more
the algorithms will show your brand
and content to users with a similar
mindset not yet in your ecosystem!
The more pages you interact with
that are relevant to your brand, the
more you’ll learn about what these
brands and influencers are doing to
garner deeper engagements, and
how their audiences are responding
to their content… it’s time for
some major R&D, as in Rip-off &
Duplicate, “you with me on this?”
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4 ALWAYS ON STRATEGIES
Always On #1
Let’s Get Real!

Always On #3
Know Your Audience:

Be REAL on social media. The more
genuine and engaged your actions are,
the more “real” engagement you will see
come back to your pages. The relevant
and meaningful interactions you have
with other pages will help you build a
happy and deeply engaged community
on your own pages. NOTE: It’s NEVER
a good idea to pay for page likes or
follows; even if your follower numbers
grow, your engagement rate won’t,
and this will actually work against the
algorithms.

Get to know exactly what your ideal
customer interests and desires are
through the content they engage with
and through their comments. Research
the brands and influencers they
follow!

Always On #2
Your Value is Golden:
Give, Give, Give! Your social media
channels are the best place for
people to get to know you at a deeper
level (compared to your website, for
example). Share valuable and relevant
information to others, and be authentic,
fun, caring, yet humble. Your audience
chose you since they can relate to
you, so stay relevant and vulnerable
to their needs with interesting,
actionable and entertaining content.

Figure out how you can add value for
these engaged users by looking at the
questions they’re asking and the pain
points in the comments they make.
Be authentic with your reactions,
and above all don’t be salesy! They
may love what you have to add to the
meaningful interaction and follow you to
get more.
Always On #4
“Single and Ready to Mingle!”:
It’s pretty obvious that you can network
on social just as you would at an inperson industry event (shameless plug:
like at Success Summit)! So, don’t be
shy. Reach out to pages and people,
but be genuine, relevant, tactical and
helpful with your interactions. A social
platform is not the place to be laying
down hard sales pitches via in-your-face
comments and direct messages!
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Always
on
tactics
Follow new people
relevant to your
audience and
engage on their
posts, even if they
don’t immediately do
the same back.
Respond to as many
comments as you
can. And make sure
they are genuine
comments, not one
worders or a line of
emoji’s!
Like and engage on
other people’s posts
with comments
of support or
answering questions
they have posed to
you in the captions
of their posts.

The Tom Ferry Hashtag Strategy:
Research relevant hashtags in
your industry, as well as locationbased hashtags and geo-tags.
Have a list of 30-50 hashtags that
you’ve researched and vetted
and which you’ll use in every post
(each post allows for 30 hashtags,
so you can certainly mix and
match from your top choices
depending on the content). They
should vary from a high to low
popularity (which you can find
out by looking at the number of
posts listed under each hashtag
you search - see screenshot to
the right).
REMEMBER: These should be
relevant to the audience you are
looking to connect with, i.e. other
realtors and industry peeps!
Our Hashtag Strategy
#dothething #level10 #wakeupkickassrepeat #realestatecoaching #entrepreneurmind
#successcoach #realestateexpert #striveforgreatness
#befearless #belegendary
#noexcuses
#entrepreneurmotivation #determinedtosucceed #realestategoals
#successquote #thinklikeaboss #befierce #hustleandflow #leadershipcoach #successdriven
#successquote #startuplifestyle #bizcoach #mentalgame #realestatelife
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Also, have you heard of Gary Vaynerchuk $1.80 IG
strategy? It’s all about “giving your .02 cents” (with
relevant comments) on the top 9 posts of the ten
most popular hashtags you follow... and do this every
day! If you do the math, that adds up to $1.80/day ;)
Share other people’s content (images, quotes, captions, etc.) but
ALWAYS be sure to give them the credit they deserve, i.e. tag their
username so that they have a chance to see that you love their
content and respond with their appreciation. Build those new
relationships which encourages your new followers to share your
content on their pages.

6 Instagram Content Strategies
1) Live: Go Live at least twice a week and provide
interesting, hot-off-the-press, cutting edge, valuable
and entertaining content.
2) Stories: Create from 5 to 15 relevant Stories per
day! Behind-the-scenes footage, bloopers, dogs
(people love dogs) and your community and family.
No need for polished content here.
3) Highlights: Take advantage of Highlights on your
bio (saved Stories). And, don’t forget to maintain them,
adding new content to each Highlight at least once
per week.
4)Quotes: Either publish your own quotes, or use
others (but make sure to mention the author of the
quote)!
5) Contests: I mean, who doesn’t love a Caption This
contest?
Influencer takeovers: Ask notable people in your
industry or your community to takeover your
Instagram Stories, for 5 minutes, 5 hours, or 5 days!
You with me on this?
6) Local Community Knowledge: Position yourself as
the expert in your community!
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AND,
ALWAYS REMEMBER ...
If you want like-minded people (who could be potential customers) to notice and follow
you, you will most likely need to seek them out and engage with them first. Then,
provide value and relevance to gain their interest in what you have to say. Social
media offers a unique opportunity for you to get to know your audience in a casual and
relatable light. But, the right kind of followers don’t just land in your lap, you have to earn
their trust. This Always On Instagram Strategy will help you get there much faster!

Follow - Like - Share
Facebook: @tomferry
Instagram: @tomferry
Twitter: @tomferry
YouTube: @coachtomferry
Snapchat: @tomferryintl
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